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tions in the mt-TK gene were identified in people with 
myoclonic epilepsy with ragged-red fibers (MERRF). 
A small number of subjects with a mutation in the mT-
TK gene demonstrate both features of MERRF and some 
of MELAS. These affected individuals are said to have 
MERFF/MELAS overlap syndrome28. 

In addition, the mt-TK gene has been identified in Leigh 
Syndrome. In the literature, the Mt-CO2 7896 variation is 
associated with the lack of cytochrome C oxidase level29. 
The mt-NC7 locus is located between mt-CO2 and mt-TK 
loci even though it is defined as a non-coding nucleotide 
region in mitochondrial DNA function. In our study, the 
8277 variation of the mt-NC7 locus was first shown to be 
associated with migraines with aura. Because it is located 
between mt-NC7 locus, mt-CO2, and mt-TK loci, the in-
vestigation of the cytochrome C oxidase levels in migraine 
patients with aura is thought to be predictive in terms of 
the phenotype/genotype relationship. The NC_012920.1: 
m.8277T> C variation in the mt-NC7 locus associated with 
migraines with aura, and this is the first study to show 

the effect of mtDNA variations on aura migraines’ patho-
genesis in four different gene variations and 13 different 
positions. Therefore, it is thought that our work provides 
significant contributions to the literature.

Until now, no specific mtDNA variation and locus has 
been associated with aura migraine. In our study, the CC 
genotype of the NC_012920.1: m.8277T> C variation in 
the mt-NC7 locus was found to be higher in migraines with 
aura than in the control group. Hence, it is the first study to 
indicate the mt-NC7 locus, which is a non-coding nucleo-
tide region in mitochondrial DNA function, as a possible 
risk factor for aura migraine. In addition, we found 12 dif-
ferent mtDNA variations that protect against with-aura mi-
graines. Our investigation is the first study showing that 
four loci (mt-NC7, mt-DLOOP1, mt-DLOOP2, mt-ND6) 
may be important in the pathogenesis of migraines.

Haplotype analysis of genetic markers’ combinations 
within a chromosome cluster location is valuable because 
it provides a more powerful approach to genetic studies. 
Because only the analysis of a single nucleotide can be 

Table 3:  Clinical characteristics of aura migraine and  mt-NC7 m.8277T>C DNA variations.

Parameters mt DNA Variations
Migraine 

with aura genotype p
Frequency (n,%) TT CC
    1-3/month mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 18 (85.7) 3 (14.3)

0.097    3-5/month mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 9 (50) 9 (50)
    5-10/month mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 7 (70) 3 (30)
    10-15/month mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 1 (100) 0 (0)
Intensity (n,%) TT CC
    mild mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 0 (0) 1 (100)

0.116    moderate mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 6 (54.5) 5 (45.5)
    severe mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 29 (76.3) 9 (23.7)
Duration (n,%) TT CC
    <12 hours mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 2 (66.7) 1 (33.1)

0.294    12-24 hours mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 2 (40) 3 (60)
    >24 hours mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 31 (73.8) 11 (26.2)
Gender (Male/Female) TT CC

mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 7/28 3/12 1.000
Family history of migraine (n, no/yes) TT CC

mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 13/22 6/9 0.849
Cigarette use (n, no/yes) TT CC

mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 24/11 8/7 0.304
Alcohol use (n, no/yes) TT CC

mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 30/5 13/2 1.000
Family history of stroke (n, no/yes) TT CC

mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 26/9 11/4 1.000
Family history of CAD (n, no/yes) TT CC

mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 25/10 6/9 0.056
Family history of ND (n, no/yes) TT CC

mT-NC7  m.8277T>C 32/3 10/5 0.043

Values are presented as number and percentage in brackets or number of having (yes) / not having (no) each symptom. CAD: coronary artery 
disease,  ND: neurological disease.




